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READING 
SKILLS!

In this book, look
for ending blends
with -nd, -nk, and 

-nt, like /s/ /i/ /nk/.
Practice saying
them smoothly.
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Greg    went    to    bed.

Drip!    Drop!    Drip!
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Greg    got    up

from    the    bed

and    went

to    the    sink.
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"The    sink    has    a    drip,"

he    said.

"I    can't    fix    the    sink."
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Greg    went    and    got    Dad.
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"The    sink    has    a    drip,"

Greg    said    to    Dad.

"I    can't    fix    it,"

said    Dad.
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Greg    and    Dad

went    and    got    Mom.

"The    sink    has    a    drip,"

Greg    said    to    Mom.
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"I    can    fix    that    sink,"

said    Mom.

"And    you    can    help    me!"
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High-Frequency Words

CVC Word Activity

Decodable Words

to
up
the

and
from
said

sink
went
can't
and

Greg
drip
drop
help

Target Phonics Skill

Ending Blends -nk, -nd, -nt

Decodable Words can be sounded out
based on the letter-sound relationships
already learned.

High-Frequency Words are the most
commonly used words. They should be
recognized immediately.

Ending Blends are two adjoining
consonants that each make their own
sounds like /nk/ in sink.

CVC Word Activity

Some words end with a
blend, like sink or land.

Practice saying the
ending blend smoothly.

For example, /left/
should be /l/ /e/ /ft/
not /l/ /e/ /f/ /uh/ /t/.

This can be tricky at
first. Keep practicing!
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